Overview - 784 Meeting Room Profiles
784 Conference Room Profile
HUIT

Bookable Space

Capacity:
• 5+ employees

Features:
• Clock
• Marker Board
• Video Conferencing Capabilities
• Cisco Proximity – Wireless Sharing

Future Upgrade:
• Event Management Hardware Mounted at the Door

Best Practices:
• Limit use of the space to 120 minutes
• Leave the space in good condition after use
784 Huddle Room Profile
HUIT

Bookable Space

Capacity:
• 2-5 employees

Features:
• AV Display Capability
• Clock
• Dedicated Phone w/ Speaker Capabilities
• Marker Board

Future Upgrades:
• Event Management Hardware Mounted at the Door
• Cisco Proximity – Wireless Sharing

Best Practices:
• Limit use of the space to 120 minutes
• Leave the space in good condition after use
784 Privacy Room Profile
HUIT

Non-Bookable Space

Capacity:
• 1 employee

Features:
• Clock
• Dedicated Phone w/ Speaker Capabilities

Best Practices:
• Limit use of the space to 15 minutes
• Leave the space in good condition after use